Stanford Human Rights Education Initiative
Workshop for Community College Instructors

Humanitarian Intervention: Crisis and Practice

MARCH 15, 2014
9AM–3PM

Guest Speakers:

Bertrand M. Patenaude, Ph.D., is a research fellow at the Hoover Institution and a lecturer in history and international relations at Stanford University. His most recent book is *Trotsky: Downfall of a Revolutionary*, published by HarperCollins in 2009.

Eugene Richardson, M.D., is a Ph.D. candidate in anthropology at Stanford University and a research fellow in infectious diseases and geographic medicine at Stanford University School of Medicine.

The Stanford Human Rights Education Initiative (SHREI) is offering an exciting professional development opportunity for community college instructors who wish to internationalize and incorporate human rights topics into their courses.

Submit online Registration Form by March 1, 2014

http://tinyurl.com/mkqxrkp

Register now! Space is limited to 20 community college instructors.

This one-day workshop at Stanford University will feature scholarly lectures and curricular presentations on issues related to humanitarian intervention.

In the morning, Dr. Bertrand M. Patenaude will speak about humanitarianism in crisis and how humanitarian intervention became a human right.

After lunch, Dr. Eugene Richardson will discuss humanitarianism in practice and will share first-hand accounts of humanitarian intervention in Africa and South America.

Later that afternoon, workshop participants will collaboratively explore best pedagogical practices for incorporating *action-oriented approaches* that allow learners to critically assess humanitarian intervention practices.

Please contact Jonas Edman, SPICE, at 650.725.1480 or at jcedman@stanford.edu for more information.
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